S3 have been
creating prints
around our topic of
machines this term.
We have created
a new display
to ‘show off’ our
creativity and also
used the printing
method to create
some Olympic
rings.
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P6 have made a
link with pupils from
South Crosland school. We are
enjoying sharing activities and
playing games with them.
We are looking forward
especially to an Easter Egg
hunt on their next visit.

SF2 have been working
towards their ASDAN
Personal and Social
Development accreditation.
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As part of our topic, ‘How
things work’ we have been
using foot spas. Mohamed
wasn’t sure at first but very
quickly began to enjoy the
experience.
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I hope everyone has a great Easter. Let’s
hope we have seen the last of the spring
snow! We’ll see you all on Monday 16th
April.
Steve Perren
Principal

Happy
Easter
!

As part of our work on
machines we took the train
to Huddersfield. We were
very patient waiting for the
train and loved looking
out of the window during

the journey. When we got to the station
we popped into the shop and
then we took the train
back to school.
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This term we have been
thinking about using the
community – who can
help us and how to remain
safe. We have looked at
road safety, the Safe Place
scheme in town, and have
been working a lot on our
stranger awareness. We
have also spoken to our
friend, Julie, from C&K
Careers about how we
can have a say in our
future.

Our ‘Spring 2 Newsletter’ is a real
celebration of the many achievements
that our students have made over
what has been quite a short half term.
It’s great to see our Primary 3 class out
and about and using public transport
and our Sixth Formers accessing the
community. Our delayed World Book
Day celebrations were also a great
success. We all had a swashbuckling
time with our Pirate theme!
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Inside this issue

We had a
wonderful time
developing our
skills in cycling with
our friends from
Becycling
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World Book Day
Primary 4
Richard has
been joining
class on
Wednesday
mornings. We
have had lots of
fun listening to
Richard play his
guitar, singing
along to songs
and joining in
with our own
instruments.
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This half term we have been enjoying
our sensory story ‘I wish I were a
pilot.’ We have been exploring
different ways to move around. We
are enjoying looking at planes, bikes,
boats and dressing up as cowboys!

For our accreditation this term we have been
developing our ICT skills; this has meant we
have been able to have lots of fun on the
computers and playing games on the
plasma. Some of our students have
even learnt to sign in
independently,
wow!!

Early
Years

Sixth Form
Despite the
snow days,
P5 still managed to
have fun exploring
the snow!
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We had a little snow ball fight!
The children explored the
snow both indoors and out.
This half term SF1 have been
working hard on expressing
preferences – what we do like and
what we don’t. Every Wednesday
we participate in TACPAC which is
a body awareness activity and a
great opportunity to show off our
skills! We engage all of our senses
and whole bodies with a range of
tactile experiences.
Archie
showed he liked the
sensation of air being
puffed onto his face
from a bottle by giving
lots of smiles
and laughing in
anticipation
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Matty wasn’t
as keen and
grimaced every
time the bottle
was squeezed

For World Book Day
we dressed up as pirates.
We went on a treasure hunt,
walked the plank,and
enjoyed water and
sand play.
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This term S1 have
enjoyed the story of
‘Mrs Lathers Laundry ‘
as part of their topic
work. The students
have experienced
washing dolls, dogs
and elephants.

As part of our knowledge and
understanding of the world, we
have been planting different
vegetables ready for the summer!
We have used numicon to count how many seeds we have planted
and symbols to identify the equipment we need. So far we have
planted: spring onions, lettuce, tomatoes and strawberries, yum yum!

In P1 we
have been
thinking about ‘how
things work’. We made
pancakes on Pancake
Day, exploring
ingredients and
baking
equipment!
In S2 we have been learning
about ropes and pulleys, as
part of our topic of machines.
We enjoyed pulling the rope in
the story the
‘Lighthouse Keeper’s Secondary
Lunch’ and we prepared
a delicious, healthy lunch
to go inside the basket!
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Our PAT dog
friend, Nando,
came to visit us last
week over lunchtime.
He may be big, but
he’s a real
softie!

